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1 Thesis description

Differential Power Analysis (DPA), is a type of Side Channel Attack (SCA) which exploits the power-consumption-dependent information leaks to extract the secret key of an AES implementation on an ASIC or FPGA. In this project, we would like to investigate how the power profile of an FPGA-based AES implementation could be modified in a manner that hinders DPA. Specifically, it will be explored whether changing the timing / the structure / the Look-Up Table (LUT) contents of the circuit will prevent this security breach. This will be done using RapidSmith2, a toolset which allows LUT-level manipulations of a netlist, for an implementation on Xilinx FPGAs. Apart from checking whether the information in the power profile of an FPGA is obscured, it also has to be ensured that the functionality of the AES implementation is preserved. The AES circuit will be implemented on a Zedboard Xilinx FPGA evaluation and prototyping board.
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2 Introduction

In this work, new ways to protect an AES implementation from Differential Power Analysis-based Side Channel Attacks are researched. The project is partially a continuation on the master thesis of Gerhard Mlady [8]. That work explored among other things whether physically moving parts of an AES implementation to different parts of a device increased the DPA (Differential Power Analysis) resistance. As that was not the case, this work tries to find out whether other changes to the netlist will make a difference.

In a modern world with many privacy-sensitive data being send around the internet, data encryption is essential. A widely used encryption algorithm is AES (Advanced Encryption Standard). This algorithm has applications ranging from bank card security to hard disk encryption [14]. DPA (Differential Power Analysis) resilience is a topic of interest as in theory AES is a secure algorithm, but physical implementations make it vulnerable to attackers. It is therefore important to find out how to securely but efficiently implement the encryption algorithm on hardware like FPGAs. FPGAs are getting more and more popular as technology progresses. This is because on the one hand, bringing a custom ASIC to market is getting progressively costlier as production processes get more expensive the smaller the feature size becomes, making low volume chips uneconomic. On the other hand, those improved processes make ever more complicated FPGAs possible, enabling more complex and faster circuits to be implemented. Combining this with the fact that modern FPGAs, in particular MPSoCs that combine an FPGA with an SoC, open up opportunities previously not possible. That makes them very attractive options for a lot of projects and thus also cryptography applications. Examples of these opportunities include the option to update and patch hardware by reprogramming FPGAs, or even reprogramming them continuously. This last technique, called dynamic (partial) reconfiguration, enables techniques like storing many different circuits in the SoC part of an MPSoC and only implementing the circuit needed at the time, decreasing FPGA resource usage and static device power consumption. Another possible application is storing many variants of the same netlist. If a different circuit is used every time the AES algorithm is run, the power profile will be slightly different every run, which makes DPA harder.

The algorithms that will be considered mainly focus on transforming individual LUTs in a design. LUTs make up a very large portion of any design, so making changes in them has a large influence on power consumption. RapidSmith2, a package of Java programs that enables BEL-level manipulation of designs, is used to perform those transformations. The results from this prepares for future work on evaluating whether those changes have a positive effect on DPA resistance.
3 Background

In this section, theoretical background knowledge is introduced. FPGA architecture and
design flow are explained, along with a detailed explanation of AES and DPA.

3.1 The Field-Programmable Gate Array

To start, the general concept of a FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate Array) will be
explained. An FPGA is a programmable piece of hardware, which makes it functionally
inbetween ASIC and software. An ASIC (Application-Specific Integrated Circuit) is
a very specialized chip designed to do one thing, whereas software can be written to
do basically anything on a general purpose processor. An FPGA contains thousands
(in some cases even millions) of small hardware elements that can be programmed and
connected together to do certain tasks. Because of this, an FPGA has qualities of both
software and hardware. It is flexible and can be programmed to do basically anything
like software, but it also has the speed and energy efficiency advantages of hardware. Of
course it is not as flexible as true software and not as efficient has true hardware, but
it is a nice halfway point. The detailed explanation of an FPGA written below this will
mostly target the Xilinx 7 Series architecture. This because the targeted device for this
work is the AVNet Zedboard, containing a 7 Series FPGA.

3.1.1 Configurable Logic Block

The main building block of an FPGA is a CLB (Configurable Logic Block). This CLB
is in turn divided in two Slices, which contain a number of BELs (Basic Elements). In
Xilinx Series 7 FPGAs, there are two kinds of Slices in CLBs: SLICELs and SLICEEMs
[20]. In Figure 1 it can be seen how those Slices are situated within a CLB.

SLICEL A SLICEL contains four six-input LUTs (LookUp Table), eight Flip-Flops
and an Arithmetic and Carry Chain. The LUTs have two outputs, so that they can also
be used as two five-input LUTs that share the same inputs but have different functions.
They can also implement two completely independent functions of two and three inputs
or less. A Slice also contains three MUXes, two of which can be used to combine two
LUTs to create a seven-input LUT and the last one to combine those two seven-input
LUTs into one eight-input LUT. The function of the LUT is set by writing an INIT
string to it, which specifies the output for every possible input. The input values are
treated as 6-bit numbers, resulting in 64 possible input variations. The INIT attribute is
encoded as a string of 16 hexadecimal values. Four of the Flip-Flops can be used either
as D-type Flip-Flops or as level-sensitive latches that are transparent when the clock is
low. They can be driven by the LUT outputs or directly from the Slice inputs. The
additional four Flip-Flops can only be used as D-type Flip-Flops, and only when the
first four Flip-Flops are also configured as D-type Flip-Flops. An additional restriction
is that they can only use the LUTs as input when that LUT is configured as a five-input
LUT or lower, so not a six-input LUT. The Carry Logic facilitates fast addition and
Figure 1: Location of the Slices within a CLB, along with the carry chain connections and the connection to the switch matrix. Taken from [20].

subtraction within a Slice. The Carry Chain has inputs from the LUTs or the Slice (bypassing the LUTs) and outputs to Flip-Flops and MUXes. An overview can be seen in Figure 2. There are also connections to the Carry Chains of other Slices to form even longer carry chains by cascading them. They also feature lookahead logic for improved performance.

SLICEM A SLICEM contains the same elements as the SLICEL, with the addition of hardware to create 256 bits of Distributed RAM or 128 bits of Shift Register from the LUTs. The LUTs of a SLICEM can be configured to the following types of RAM:

- Single-port 32x1-bit using one LUT
- Dual-port 32x1-bit using two LUTs
- Quad-port 32x2-bit using four LUTs
- Simple dual-port 32x6-bit using four LUTs
- Single-port 64x1-bit using one LUT
- Dual-port 64x1-bit using two LUTs
- Quad-port 64x1-bit using four LUTs
- Simple dual-port 64x3-bit using four LUTs
- Single-port 128x1-bit using two LUTs
- Dual-port 128x1-bit using four LUTs
- Single-port 256x1-bit using four LUTs

Single-port means one port for synchronous writes and asynchronous reads. Dual-port means that one port is the same port as a Single-port RAM has, with an additional port for asynchronous reads. A simple dual-port means the first port can only be used for synchronous writes. Quad-port means one port for synchronous writes and asynchronous reads and three additional ports for asynchronous reads. Synchronous reads can be implemented by using the Flip-Flops in the Slice. This improves performance as less logic has to be driven within one clock cycle enabling higher clock speeds, but it adds one additional clock cycle of latency to read operations.

Figure 2: Schematic overview of the Carry Chain within a Slice. Taken from [20].
The SLICEM shift register hardware enables every LUT to be used as a 32-bit shift register. The LUTs can be cascaded to form a shift register of up to 128 bits. Lengths are not limited to multiples of 32 bits, as the first five input pins of the LUT can be used as address pins to address every bit. That way any bit within the shift register can be chosen as the output bit. Synchronous reads can be implemented by utilizing the Flip-Flops in the Slice.

### 3.1.2 BRAMs

Some types of hardware are expensive to implement with just CLBs. An example of such a type of hardware is memory, both RAM and ROM. Therefore, the FPGA contains a number of BRAMs (Block RAMs). These are blocks of general purpose memory. In Xilinx Series 7 FPGAs, BRAM comes in blocks of 36Kb, which can also be configured as two independent blocks of 18Kb [21]. They can be configured from 32K of bit-addressable memory up to 512 blocks of 72-bit words, when using simple dual-port mode. In simple dual-part mode, each RAM block has one read port and one write port with independent clocks. Additionally, two BRAM blocks can be combined without any additional hardware into one bit-addressable 64Kb RAM block. All BRAMs support ECC memory protection. In addition to addressable RAM, the blocks can also be used as FIFO memory.

### 3.1.3 DSP blocks

Another type of hardware that is expensive to implement using CLBs is digital signal processing hardware. Because of that, the FPGA contains a number of DSP (Digital Signal Processing) Slices. 7-Series FPGAs contain DSP48E1 Slices which contain multiply, multiply accumulate, multiply add, full adder, barrel shift, wide-bus multiplexing, magnitude comparator, bitwise logic, pattern detect and wide counter functions [22]. These elements enable applications such as FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) and floating point math. A number of registers are also included for pipelining, to increase clock speed at the expense of latency. The multiplier has two inputs, one for an 18-bit two’s complement operand and one for a 25-bit two’s complement operand. This produces a 43-bit result which is sign extended to 48 bits and then fed into the adder. When the multiplier is used, this is a two input 48-bit two’s complement adder. If the multiplier is not used, the adder can be used as a three-input 48-bit two’s complement adder. The adder can also be used as part of a SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) ALU (Arithmetic Logic Unit), supporting dual 24-bit or quad 12-bit operations. The operations supported are adding, subtracting and an accumulator and every operand has a separate carry out signal.

The DSP Slices also have two datapath outputs, carryouts and control bits that can be used to cascade multiple Slices within a DSP column in a device. This is useful for creating long FIR filters, for example. It is also possible to create larger multipliers. Next to that, there are some additional outputs. There are PATTERNDETECT outputs for
when a predetermined pattern or the complement thereof is matched. Pins for Overflow and Underflow detection are also present.

DSP48E1 Slices have 18 control bits to control which input registers to use, which functions of the DSP Slice to use, cascading Slices and controlling the output. A detailed explanation of the control logic is outside of the scope of this description.

3.1.4 Routing and Clocking resources

The main routing resources are wire segments connected by switch matrices. These switch matrices consist of Programmable Interconnect Points or PIPs. Lines of different lengths ensure that every part of the FPGA is reachable for the CLBs. Longer lines allow quick connections to far-away parts of the FPGA while short lines allow for every part to be reachable.

The CLBs are also connected together with the clock routing network. This allows logic elements to be synchronised, which is essential for virtually every design thinkable. Asynchronous designs are very unpredictable as delays between elements vary wildly and therefore basically every design needs to be synchronised using clocked Flip-Flops. The clock network is divided up into a number of clock regions, ranging from 1 to 24 in Series 7 FPGAs, depending on the size of the device [23]. Each region contains a Clock Management Tile (CMT) containing a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) and Mixed-Mode Clock Manager (MMCM). These are clock synthesizers containing HPCs (High Performance Clocks) for I/O, inverted outputs, clock multipliers/dividers and phase shift capabilities. Additionally, spread spectrum clocks can be generated which vary the speed of the clock a bit. This way, EMI (Electromagnetic Interference, the electric fields and waves generated by the switching in the device) is reduced. The synthesizers can also be used to deskew and remove jitter from input clocks. The PLL contains a subset of functions of the MMCM. Features that the MMCM supports but the PLL does not include more output types and more phase shifting capabilities, like fine phase shifting and dynamic phase shifting. Each clock region also contains 50 CLBs per column, ten BRAMs per column and 20 DSP slices per column. Some regions also contain a bank of 50 I/Os, a GT quad with four serial transceivers or PCIe hardware in a BRAM column. The amount of columns in a clock region varies between and within devices. There are various types of buffers in and between clock regions to enable (rows/columns of) clock regions and things like I/O banks. Disabling clocking resources saves power and is therefore recommended if those parts are not used. Some I/O pins are also capable of propagating clocks, so they can be used to drive external interfaces and buses that use clocks. The clock buffers can be driven by global clocks, CMT sources and by external sources connected to a clock-capable input pin. Clock-capable I/O pins are special pins in the I/O banks with special connections to clocking resources. There are four pairs of these pins per I/O column. They do not have to be used as clock pins, they can also be used as normal I/O pins.
3.1.5 ZYNQ Processing System

The FPGA in the Zedboard is not only an FPGA, but also contains an SoC (System on Chip). Therefore, Xilinx calls it an MPSoC. MPSoC means Multi-Processor System on Chip. ZYNQ MPSoCs contain a Series 7 FPGA (the Programmable Logic or PL) and a dual-core Cortex A9 ARM SoC (the Processing System or PS) [25]. Between those two parts are strong connections, so they can work closely together. The processing system always boots first, allowing partial dynamic reconfiguration. This means that the logic part of the ZYNQ can be (partially) reprogrammed while the processing system keeps running. The PS has many types of I/O, including, but not limited to GPIO pins, two gigabit ethernet controllers, two multifunctional USB controllers (host, device and OTG), SD card support, two SPI controllers, two UART controllers and two I²C controllers.

The Processing System and Programmable Logic are connected with an interconnect called AXI (Advanced eXtensible Interface). This provides connectivity between the system memory, CPU, Programmable Logic and the various interface controllers. Using this bus, IP (more about this later in chapter 3.2.2) implemented in the PL can talk to the CPU and vice versa.

3.1.6 FPGA power consumption

The power consumption of an FPGA is build up from different parts. The main parts are the Device Static Power and the Design (or Dynamic) Power [19]. The Device Static Power includes the Quiescent Current of the device. The Design Power is the important part (at least for this work) of the power consumption. It includes the power consumed by all design elements of the implementation loaded on the device. A notable exception is the Off-Chip Power, which is the current the I/O pins deliver to outside board components. This is not included in the Design Power, as the Design Power and Device Static Power together form the Total On-Chip Power, which is important to calculate the thermal dissipation requirements for the FPGA.

3.2 The FPGA design flow

A general overview of an FPGA design flow can be found in Figure 3. For Xilinx FPGAs, the programming is based around a program called Vivado. This program works with a so-called ‘Project Manager’ and ‘Flow Navigator’ to manage the design flow. The first step is the creation of a project. Here, the VHDL or Verilog and constraints files are added. After that, optionally IP can be added by creating a block design. From the resulting design a logical RTL netlist is generated which can be used to run simulations. Afterwards comes the step ‘Synthesis’, in which the RTL netlist is converted to a netlist which is suitable the implement on an FPGA. This is done in the next step, aptly called ‘Implementation’. Here, netlist elements are mapped to actual elements of the FPGA (called placement) and the connections are routing through the FPGA fabric (called routing). Finally, in ‘Write Bitstream’ a file is generated that can be written to an actual, physical FPGA. All these steps can be run from the Vivado GUI or from the
TCL console. **TCL** is an interpreted programming language that can be used to generate scripts for Vivado.

![Block diagram of the FPGA design flow](image)

Figure 3: Block diagram of the FPGA design flow. The 'Synthesis' from this diagram is called 'RTL analysis' in Vivado and 'Technology Mapping' is called 'Synthesis' in Vivado. Adapted from [16].

### 3.2.1 HDL code

There are two main programming languages for programming hardware and thus FPGAs. These are **VHDL** and **Verilog**. The base design from Gerhard Mlady [8] is in VHDL and it is also the only language I have used before. Therefore, this language will be used for this project.

VHDL stands for VHSIC Hardware Description Language. VHSIC, in turn, stands for Very High Speed Integrated Circuit. This already gives a good idea of what the language is: a language to describe complicated integrated circuits. VHDL code consists of two parts: the architecture of the design and the behaviour of said architecture. The architecture lists all the entities and their ports in a design, while the behaviour describes what all the parts do exactly. VHDL can be used to describe all kinds of hardware, so not just FPGAs. ASICs can also be designed with VHDL.

The VHDL code can be written in an external editor and imported into Vivado, or they can be written in the editor in Vivado. Another type of file that can be either imported or written into Vivado is a constraints file. These files contain information for Vivado on how to place and route elements. This could be where certain, e.g., LUTs
should be placed, but also information about which ports should be bound to certain physical pins of the FPGA or clock information.

Another possibility for programming FPGAs is HLS (High-Level Synthesis). With HLS, 'normal' programming languages like C, C++ or Haskell are used to program the functionality of a design. Instead of compiling it to machine code, it is compiled to hardware.

### 3.2.2 IP block design

Vivado contains a large number of so-called IP (Intellectual Property) Cores. An example of this is the ZYNQ processor system, which can be added as an element in a block design. Other examples are the MicroBlaze system, a CPU made up of logic elements, and interface controllers like PCI Express, Ethernet and audio/video hardware.

User generated IP can also be added. Vivado projects can be created 'out of context', so without any outside connections. Those projects can then be packaged as IP cores which can be reused in other designs as building blocks. By creating a block design, all the IP cores can be connected to each other and to outside ports. Vivado can automatically generate wrapper VHDL code for synthesis and simulation. Cores can be connected by simple wire connections, using protocols like UART or a more advanced protocol like AXI.

### 3.2.3 RTL netlist analysis and simulation

Vivado creates an RTL (Register Transfer Level) netlist from the HDL code, a netlist with registers and logic gates. This netlist contains mainly RAM, registers and MUXes and can be used to simulate the design. Both the behaviour and the timing of the design can be evaluated by writing a test bench in an HDL. These test benches can be used to apply stimuli to the inputs of the design without having to physically implement the design on an FPGA.

### 3.2.4 Synthesis

In the synthesis step, Vivado maps all the elements from the RTL netlist to primitives like LUTs, MUXes, BRAMs and Flip-Flops. In TCL this step can be run with the command `synth_design`. Synthesis does not necessarily have to be done in Vivado. External software like Berkeley ABC [7] and RapidSmith2 (by manually creating logic) can be used, too. ABC is a package of programs for synthesizing and verifying binary sequential logic circuits developed by the Berkeley Logic Synthesis and Verification Group. It is based around AIGs (And-Inverter Graphs), circuit representations using only AND gates and inverters, which can be combined to create every possible logic circuit. This ensures very fast simulation times. ABC is made for logic circuits in general and not geared towards Xilinx FPGA development. Therefore, it only supports logic circuits and

---

[7]: https://www.ics.uci.edu/~akshay/benchmarks/abc.html
no BRAMs or DSP slices in designs. RapidSmith2 is more tuned towards the Vivado design flow and thus supports more elements. More about RapidSmith2 can be read in chapter 3.3.

### 3.2.5 Implementation

After synthesis, the primitives need to be mapped to suitable BELs of the FPGA. Also, the design has to be routed, meaning connection paths need to be found between all design elements. Vivado does this automatically in the Implementation step. In tcl, this step is split into two steps: place_design and route_design.

### 3.2.6 Writing the design to the FPGA

Finally, the implementation needs to be written to the FPGA. Vivado does this by generating a bitstream from the implementation. This is all proprietary, so this bitstream can not be edited (much) after it is generated.

### 3.3 RapidSmith2

RapidSmith2 is a package of Java classes with functions to put RapidSmith Checkpoints into objects, which can then be manipulated. RapidSmith2 can manipulate designs on the BEL level for placement and PIP level for routing. It is developed by the CHREC group of the Brigham Young University in the US [9]. It is a continuation of the RapidSmith project which was written for ISE, the predecessor of Vivado. RapidSmith was also developed by the BYU. It was adapted to Vivado by using Tincr [17] to generate RapidSmith checkpoints from designs. Recently, another fork of RapidSmith was developed called RapidWright [26]. This program also consists of a package of Java classes, but stores designs a bit differently. It is also considerably newer and only works properly with Vivado 2018.3 and up. RapidWright is developed by Xilinx Research Labs.

Designs can be imported into RapidSmith2 from RapidSmith checkpoints. RapidSmith checkpoints can be created at different points in the design flow, as illustrated in Figure 4. The checkpoints are generated by Tincr, which is an API that uses Vivado’s interpreted programming language tcl to generate files that can be read by RapidSmith2. When a checkpoint is imported into RapidSmith2, it is split into three objects: the design, device and the cell library.

**Design** In the design, the actual netlist and supporting information is stored. This contains all the elements from the project and their locations. In this object, all the BELs, the map of how they are connected and the supply nets VCCnet and GNDnet are stored.

**Device** In this object information about the targeted device is stored. This includes information about the amount of tiles in the device, outside pins and general information
Cell library  In the Cell library object, all the different cell types that are supported by the device are stored as LibraryCells. They contain information about the characteristics of all the BELs.

![Figure 4: Overview diagram of the different points in the design flow checkpoints can be im- or exported. Taken from [9].](image)

Most information is stored in the Design object. The Design consists of two main types of objects: Cells and CellNets. Cells represent the BELs in the design while CellNets are the connections between them. Every basic object of the design can be explored and changed. From a BEL its pins and the CellNets connected to those pins can be found. Entirely new elements can be added as well, which can then be connected to existing pins. The design can also be routed by hand by traversing through all the switchboxes in the device, if highly custom routing is necessary.

3.4 The Advanced Encryption Standard

The Advanced Encryption Standard, AES for short, is the standard encryption algorithm used by the federal government of the US [10]. It is based on the Rijndael algorithm. It is a block cipher, which means it encrypts data in block of a certain size. AES encrypts data in blocks of 128 bits and can use keys of length 128, 192 and 256 bits. The algorithm consists of two parts: the cipher and the key expansion algorithm.

3.4.1 Cipher

The cipher consists of four main operations: SubBytes(), ShiftRows(), MixColumns() and AddRoundKey(). All of these operations work on the state, a 4x4 two-dimensional array of bytes. First, AddRoundKey() is executed once. Then, SubBytes(), ShiftRows(),
MixColumns() and AddRoundKey() are executed after each other 10 times for a 128-bit key, 12 times for a 192-bit key and 14 times for a 256-bit key. The final round is slightly different: the MixColumns() operation is omitted.

SubBytes() The SubBytes() operation works on every byte independently. It is a non-linear byte substitution using a substitution table called the S-box. This S-box is invertible, so the operation can be reversed when decoding.

ShiftRows() During the ShiftRows operation all the rows of the state are shifted 0, 1, 2 or 3 bytes to the left, from top to bottom. Values that ‘fall off’ at the left side are moved to the right side of the row. An illustration can be seen in Figure 5.

MixColumns() In the MixColumns() operation, the columns of the state are multiplied by the following polynomial:

\[ a(x) = \{03\}x^3 + \{01\}x^2 + \{01\}x + \{02\} \]  

Where the numbers in curly brackets are hexadecimal.

This can best be illustrated by writing it in matrix form:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
S'_{0,c} \\
S'_{1,c} \\
S'_{2,c} \\
S'_{3,c}
\end{bmatrix} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
02 & 03 & 01 & 01 \\
01 & 02 & 03 & 01 \\
01 & 01 & 02 & 03 \\
03 & 01 & 01 & 02
\end{bmatrix} 
\begin{bmatrix}
S_{0,c} \\
S_{1,c} \\
S_{2,c} \\
S_{3,c}
\end{bmatrix}
\] for \( 0 \leq c < 3 \)
The last operation is the addition of the round key. The round key is generated during the key expansion phase and is simply XORed with the state.

3.4.2 Key Expansion

The Key Expansion algorithm generates a total of $4 \times (\text{number of rounds } + 1)$ 4-byte words from the initial key. The Key Expansion algorithm has two functions: SubWord() and RotWord(). It also uses a special array Rcon[]. The algorithm is hard to explain in text, so it is explained with the help of some pseudo code, taken from [10]:

```
KeyExpansion(byte key[4*Nk], word w[Nb*(Nr+1)], Nk)
begin
  word temp
  i = 0
  while (i < Nk)
    w[i] = word(key[4*i], key[4*i+1], key[4*i+2], key[4*i+3])
    i = i+1
  end while
  i = Nk
  while (i < Nb * (Nr+1])
    temp = w[i-1]
    if (i mod Nk = 0)
      temp = SubWord(RotWord(temp)) xor Rcon[i/Nk]
    else if (Nk > 6 and i mod Nk = 4)
      temp = SubWord(temp)
    end if
    w[i] = w[i-Nk] xor temp
    i = i + 1
  end while
end
```

$N_k$ is the number of columns in the key (4, 6 or 8 for key lengths of 128, 192 and 256 bits respectively), $N_b$ is the number of columns in the state (4) and $N_r$ is the number of rounds in the cipher ($N_k + 6$). First, words are formed for every 4 bytes of the key. Then, a temporary word is created. Most of the time, this word is XORed with the word $N_k$ words back. So, when the loop starts at $i = N_k$, the last word of the key ($w[i-1]$) is XORed with the first word of the key ($w[i-N_k] = w[0]$). If the word index
is divisible by the number of columns of the key, the temp variable is run through the \texttt{RotWord()} function, XORed by the \texttt{Rcon[i]} value for the word and the result is run through \texttt{SubWord()}. Only then is it XORed with \( w[i-Nk] \). There is an extra rule if the number of columns in the key is larger than 6, so if a 256-bit key is used. Then, every 4th word is also run through \texttt{SubWord()}. 

\textbf{SubWord()} \hfill This function applies the S-box substitution table to each of the bytes of a 4-word input word. 

\textbf{RotWord()} \hfill \texttt{RotWord()} also takes a 4-byte input word an shifts the bytes one byte to the left, and the former first byte is moved to the end. 

\textbf{Rcon[]} \hfill \texttt{Rcon[]} , the round constant word arrays, contains values given by: 

\begin{equation}
\begin{bmatrix}
\{02\}^{-1} & \{00\} & \{00\}
\end{bmatrix}
\end{equation} 

Again, numbers in curly brackets represent hexadecimal numbers. 

3.4.3 Reverse Cipher 
An encryption algorithm would be no good if there was no way to decrypt the ciphertext. The decryption algorithm for AES is similar to the encryption algorithm. The \texttt{AddRoundKey()} function is the same, the other functions are changed to \texttt{InvShiftRows()}, \texttt{InvSubBytes()} and \texttt{InvMixColumns()}. \texttt{InvShiftRows()} is the same as \texttt{ShiftRows()} but the rows are shifted to the right instead of the left. \texttt{InvSubBytes()} uses the inverted version of the S-box. The \texttt{InvMixColumns()} function uses the following polynomial: 

\begin{equation}
a^{-1}(x) = \{0b\} x^3 + \{0d\} x^2 + \{09\} x + \{0c\}
\end{equation} 

Resulting in the following matrix: 

\begin{equation}
\begin{bmatrix}
S_{0,c}^t \\
S_{1,c}^t \\
S_{2,c}^t \\
S_{3,c}^t \\
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
0e & 0b & 0d & 09 \\
09 & 0e & 0b & 0d \\
0d & 09 & 0c & 0b \\
0b & 0d & 09 & 0c \\
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
S_{0,c} \\
S_{1,c}^t \\
S_{2,c}^t \\
S_{3,c}^t \\
\end{bmatrix}
\text{ for } 0 \leq c < 3
\end{equation}

3.4.4 Security 
In 2012, the first theoretical key recovery attack was published \cite{2}. However, as this attack only decreases the complexity by a factor of about four, it would still take many billions of years to actually execute such an attack on modern hardware. The NSA, the American government organization that tries to spy on internet traffic and thus has a great interest in breaking cryptography, still recommends and uses AES for government use. Documents from the Snowden leak show that they are looking for ways to break
AES, but had not found any by 2012 [14]. This all means that breaking the cipher itself is not possible at this point in time. Therefore, other methods like side channel attacks need to be used to uncover information encrypted with AES. Side channel attacks target a specific implementation of a cryptographic algorithm. For software this could be measuring how long computations take, but for this research physical attacks on hardware are more relevant. Physical attacks need access to the device the algorithm is running on, they can not be conducted on raw ciphertext (encrypted data), plaintext (uncrypted data) or key data. Research [15] shows that it is possible to break a block cipher implementation on an FPGA by employing a side channel attack called Differential Power Analysis. Another paper [5] even shows that it is possible to break AES encryption using this technique in only a matter of hours. Note that the last attack was on flash-based FPGAs, which typically have lower power consumption and better power characteristics than SRAM-based FPGAs, which the Xilinx 7 Series FPGAs are. Breaking into SRAM-based FPGA AES implementations is even easier. The next chapter will give a more detailed explanation of DPA and possible countermeasures.

3.5 Differential Power Analysis

Differential Power Analysis (DPA) works by measuring the changes in power consumption of the device under attack. It is a key recovery attack, meaning the attack tries to find the secret key the circuit used, which can then be used to decrypt all information encrypted with the circuit (as long as the key has not changed). The secret key can be found if the plaintext run through the device and the resulting ciphertext are known. For every possible partial key a predicted power profile can be calculated. When the data is then led through the AES device, the actual power consumption can be compared with the predicted power consumption. When the actual power consumption correlates with a hypothetical profile for a certain partial key, it can be concluded that that partial key was used. This must be repeated until all of the partial keys have been found. When that is the case, the secret key can be reconstructed. The power consumption can be modeled even if the actual circuit is not known. Changing from a 0 to a 1 and vice versa takes energy, so if the Hamming distance of two values is further apart more energy is needed. The Hamming weight of a string of bits is the amount of 1s in that string. The Hamming distance between two strings is the difference in Hamming weight, so the difference of the amount of 1s. The energy difference can for example be measured from the XOR operation during the AddRoundKey() operation [8]. The energy used during this operation depends only on the key if the plaintext is the same. This can be used to model the power consumption for different partial keys for the same data. Another possible attack point is the S-box substitution. There are many different statistic methods to measure the correlation between the power consumption of the device and predicted keys, like Difference in Means, Pearson Correlation and the T-test. An explanation of these methods falls outside of the scope of this report. Gerhard Mlady [8] used the T-test to measure the correlation between the measurement data and the power hypothesis for every possible partial key used for the AddRoundKey() operation. If this is done for every round, the key can be reconstructed from the partial keys.
3.5.1 Existing countermeasures

The easiest way to prevent DPA side channel attacks is of course to prevent physical access to the circuit. However, this is not always possible or feasible. Below a few existing countermeasures are outlined.

Random order execution The AES algorithm has two characteristics that makes it possible to make it DPA-resistant: the order of the operations can be changed and the operations can be done to every byte of a 128-bit block individually. By shifting the order of the operations for every byte of a block, DPA resistance is greatly increased [1]. This technique works well, but needs a true random number generator (TRNG) to be completely secure. Low-cost ultra-low-power hardware currently often does not have such a TRNG. The algorithm is also of course completely different from the standard algorithm.

Voltage regulator based resistance Many chips have voltage regulation circuitry on board. With a simple voltage regulation circuit, the input current is proportional to the output current of the regulator and thus DPA can be conducted on the input current of the voltage regulator. However, if the voltage regulator is constructed in such a way that the input current is less proportional to the output current, DPA resistance is greatly increased [27]. Of course, changing the actual power delivery circuitry of a design is often not possible or impractical, making this only useful for highly custom designs.

Masking One of the earliest countermeasures was masking. With masking, sensitive data is split into so-called shares. All shares are statistically independent and thus a subset of shares contains no information about the data. The cryptographical operations are then done for all shares, so the partial key cannot be determined from one measurement. The different steps in the process have to be adapted to the masked data to function correctly [3]. A disadvantage of masking is that it has a large area or memory overhead and requires a TRNG [11].

Ring oscillators Another countermeasure is making use of ring oscillators in the circuit. By implementing twelve ring oscillators close to the S-box and making them randomly activate based on S-box inputs essentially drowns out the leaking information from the S-box. The random activation is achieved by XORing the input bytes with a random value. Twelve oscillators are needed, because a minimal of two oscillators need to be active simultaneously to drown out the signal from the S-box, at least for 90nm silicon [12]. Disadvantages of this technique are that it is highly technology dependent and increased power consumption of the implementation.

Dual-rail precharged logic With Dual-rail precharged logic, every signal is encoded on two complementary wires. Precharged means that the wires are set to a predefined
value before the actual value is send over them. Because of that, the signal send over the one wire is the exact opposite of the other wire. This ensures that the power signature is independent of and equal for all data being send over the wires and thus makes power analysis attacks impossible [13]. Although this works perfectly in theory, in practice it is hard to match the two wires exactly, causing small leakages of data. Also, implementing this in FPGAs effectively doubles the amount of connections, increasing power usage and possibly creating routing bottlenecks.

**Constant weight coding** Constant Weight Coding (CWC) is a technique previously mostly used for error detection and correction. It uses m-out-of-n coding to give every piece of data the same Hamming weight. M-out-of-n means that for a codeword of length n, m bits have the value 1. The technique is also useful for DPA resistance, as this constant Hamming weight leads to equal power usage for every piece of data, as the same number of ones and zeroes are flipped every time. CWC leads to less overhead than masking and is possible to implement in software, but the steps of the cryptographic process still need to be adapted to the different data type [11].
4 Method

To decrease the feasibility of Differential Power Analysis Side Channel Attacks, the power consumption needs to be less predictable or harder to measure. The techniques discussed in 3.5.1 are either not implementable with an FPGA, need an TRNG, need a custom implementation of the AES algorithm or have significant overhead. This work looks into modifications of the netlist of an existing AES implementation to find out whether it can be made DPA resilient. The netlist needs to be modified in such a way that the power consumption is less dependent on the data the circuit is processing. Below, a number of techniques to do this are outlined.

4.1 Randomly Splitting LUTs

Larger lookup tables of length $n$ can be made by combining two lookup tables of length $n-1$ and a MUX, as seen in Figure 6. Incidentally, this is also the way LUT6 primitives are constructed in silicon from two LUT5 circuits and a MUX in Series 7 FPGAs.

Figure 6: Schematic image of how a LUT6 can be constructed from two LUT5s and a MUX. Taken from [4].

In Series 7 FPGAs, special MUXes are present in CLB Slices which allow the combination of LUTs. By splitting LUT6s into two LUT5s, this MUX is used. Doing so also possibly pushes lookup tables that were in the same Slice to another Slice. These two consequences change the power profile as more BELs and routing resources are used. Every split LUT6 necessitates the use of an extra LUT primitive and a MUX primitive. This also leads to an extra intraslice net and possibly more interslice nets if LUTs are pushed to other slices. The extra routing resources and the fact that more BEL are used might make the static power overhead larger and therefore the total power is less data-dependent. A first step would be to randomly target a certain fraction of all LUT6s in the AES design and split them using RapidSmith2. Vivado is then used to
automatically place and route the new cells. By randomly selecting Cells to be changed, the changes in power consumption are unpredictable. Certain keys might activate more LUTs than other keys, which either makes DPA more difficult as the power consumption less correlated to the data or it might make it easier, if the power usage depends more on the key being used. Still, this is used as a starting point.

4.2 Targeted LUT splitting

Some parts of the design have more impact on the power profile than other parts. For example, the serial communications part of the design has no impact on the cryptographic information in the power profile. When conducting a DPA attack on an AES implementation, the partial key can be found by measuring the power usage of the AddRoundKey() or the SubBytes() stage of the algorithm [8, 15]. Therefore, if one or both of these parts of the circuit are targeted, more gains could be made in power profile obfuscation with a smaller increase in total area and power consumption than is the case for random splitting.

4.3 Using Flip-Flops as logic elements

The Flip-Flops are level-sensitive. Because of this, when a Flip-Flop is configured as latch and the CK and CE are actively held at a static level, the D and SR inputs can be used to form either an AND gate with one input inverted or an OR gate [20]. The way this should be done for an OR gate is shown in Figure 8. In the documentation it shows
a typical implementation with a LUT6 connected to the D input. When latch resources are abundant, they can thus be used to implement logic. The two gates that can be made and their primitive names are shown in Figure 7. The power profile of the AES implementation can be changed by looking for LUT2 primitives and implementing them as one of the two Flip Flops gate primitives, possibly by also using LUT1 primitives as inverters. This can be done both randomly and by only targeting a single part of the implementation. By randomly using Flip-Flops instead of LUTs, certain operations cost a different amount of power. Again, this might make the circuit either more resistant or it makes it leak more information.
5 Implementation

The targeted device is the AVNet Zedboard, a prototype board with a Xilinx XC7Z020-CLG484-1 AP SoC. This is a chip with two ARM cores and an FPGA with 85k logic cells. Other features of the FPGA include 4.9Mb of Block RAM, 220 DSP slices and a maximum of 200 I/O pins. This device is used as it is the same device used in [8] and because is readily available for this work. RapidSmith2 will be used to implement the algorithms, as it better supports the design elements of a Xilinx FPGA and it is easier to import and export checkpoints from and to Vivado than it is with ABC. RapidWright was considered, but in the end not used as access to Vivado 2018.3 came relatively late during the project and at that point more knowledge about RapidSmith2 was gathered.

5.1 The AES Implementation

The AES implementation used will be the same as from [8]. This is a 128-bit AES implementation consisting of an encoder, decoder, key expansion module and RS232 serial interface. It can be adapted to 192 and 256 bits, but not on the fly. For the proof of concept just the 128-bit version is used. The RS232 interface uses the UART protocol, which dictates that the input is high by default. Every byte has a preceding 0 as a start bit and a 1 as a stop bit. A graphical representation can be found in Figure 9.

![Schematic representation of UART signalling a single byte of information. Image taken from [18].](image)

A number of control bytes are used to control the circuit. These are the following (all representations in hexadecimal):

- 4b to set the device to key input mode
- 41 to set the device to data input mode
- 52 to tell the device the ciphertext or plaintext should be send back over UART
- 53 to tell the device a reply is not needed
- 45 to set the device to encrypt mode
- 44 to set the device to decrypt mode
- 43 to start the de/encryption process

So a typical dataflow to let the device encrypt a single datablock and get the ciphertext back is the following: 4b -> 16 bytes of key data -> 41 -> 16 bytes of plaintext -> 52 -> 45 -> 43 -> ciphertext is send back.
5.2 Splitting LUTs

A Java program is written to find and split LUT6s using RapidSmith2. First, it gets all LUT6 primitives and puts them in an ArrayList of Cells. In the simplest version of the algorithm, it traverses through this array and randomly adds LUTs to the queue to be split. For every LUT6 to be split the program adds two LUT5 primitives to the design, along with a MUXF7 primitive. Then, input pins 0 to 4 of the LUT6 are connected to the input pins of both of the LUT5s. The outputs of the LUT5s are connected to the MUXF7 inputs while input pin 5 of the LUT6 is connected to the input selection port of the MUXF7. When that is done, the output of the MUXF7 is connected to the port the output of the LUT6 was connected to. All of the CellNets are disconnected from the LUT6. The INIT string attribute of the LUT6 is split and both halves are written to the correct LUT5 primitive. Finally, the old LUT6 primitive is deleted. A TCP is created to be imported into Vivado, which will take care of placement and routing.

5.2.1 Targeted Splitting

All elements in the netlist have a human-identifiable name. Therefore, if the algorithm searches the list of BELs and selects only the elements with subbytes and roundkey in the name, the \texttt{SubBytes()} and \texttt{AddRoundKey()} operations are targeted. This is the only change to the simple LUT splitting algorithm; instead of randomly selecting LUT6s, LUT6s with those words in the name are selected. This can be implemented with a simple If statement, with the condition that those words are in the 'name' string of the BEL.

5.3 Using Flip-Flops as gates

![Figure 10: Schematic representation of the LUT2 primitive. Taken from [24].](image)

For this technique, LUT2s have to be found with functions that can be implemented on Flip-Flop primitives. To see if a LUT2 is appropriate, its INIT string needs to be checked. The INIT string of a LUT primitive can be build from a truth Table [24]. The truth table for a LUT2 can be found in Table 1. The ports can be seen in Figure 10. The truth table for the AND2B1L primitive can be found in Table 2 and for the OR2L primitive in Table 3. The INIT string is the hexadecimal value of the bits in the
O column, with INIT[0] being the LSB. Prepped is the string 4’h. This makes the INIT string for the AND2B1L primitive 4’h2 and for the OR2L primitive 4’hE. The algorithm can then search for all LUT2 primitives, compare their INIT string attributes with those two strings and select the LUT2s with the correct INIT strings. The correct Flip-Flop primitive can then be added to the design. The inputs and outputs of the LUT2 primitive then have to be connected to the new AND2B1L or OR2L primitive and lastly the old primitive is deleted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Truth table for the LUT2 primitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Truth table for the AND2B1L primitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Truth table for the OR2L primitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6 Results

In the following section will be outlined how the algorithms are validated. The algorithms are simulated in different ways outlined in Section 6.2.1. Results from these simulations and the observations made from those results are in Section 6.3.

6.1 Device

To obtain measurement results, in the end the XC7A100-TCSG-324-1 (Series 7 Artix) device was used. There were some issues with incompatibility between the ZYNQ device and the 2.0.0 version of RapidSmith2, which was desirable to use because of other bug fixes. A fix for the ZYNQ part is in the works, but was not yet available when results had to be obtained. The Artix device FPGA is a bit larger than the FPGA portion of the ZYNQ device, with 101440 logic cells instead of 85000. Another difference is of course that the Artix does not have the SoC part the ZYNQ has. Though as the FPGA architecture is exactly the same and the SoC part is not used, this device should be identical in terms of functionality for this design. The Artix is the ‘default’ device in RapidSmith2, in the sense that it is the example device in the documentation [9]. It is therefore well-supported and relatively bug free.

6.2 Measurement setup

The measurements will be conducted with the Vivado power reporting functions to get an idea of the changed power consumption and the Vivado logic simulator to verify that the functionality of the device has not changed. A VHDL testbench is written which sends bytes according to the dataflow from the end of Section 5.1. The test key and plaintext data were generated with the random string generator from random.org. The key used for testing is rHNwBVCNT7jlm1ls (72 48 4e 77 42 56 43 4e 37 49 6d 31 49 73 in hexadecimal) and the plaintext is LtUem74RigGH36f8 (4c 74 55 6d 37 34 52 69 67 48 33 36 66 38 in hexadecimal). https://cryptii.com/ was used to determine that the resulting correct ciphertext is 9c 5b 3a 2e 5d e8 20 c0 89 46 02 86 22 3b b5 4d in hexadecimal. The mode was set to CBC, IV was set to 16 bytes of zeroes and the second output block was ignored. This second output block was due to the Initialization Vector (IV), a random string usually added to the plaintext to ensure no two plaintexts have the exact same ciphertext. The simulator is run post-synthesis, as post-implementation was not possible as the device needs to be implemented from the Vivado flow manager. The ‘normal’ Vivado project flow implementation step would fail because some LUT RAMs were unplaceable due to the way RapidSmith2 handles those. A fix for this is in the works, too. The design is placeable and routable with TCL commands as those leave existing placement intact, whereas the flow manager step resets the placement. Still, as the post-synthesis netlist is build up from Series 7 primitives, just not placed onto actual CLBs, this should not matter for simulating functionality.
6.2.1 Measured designs

A total of fourteen simulations are run:
- One is the control simulation, run with a netlist generated directly from the VHDL code and not run through RapidSmith2
- One is a control simulation with the netlist from the first simulation imported and exported into RapidSmith2, but otherwise not changed in any way
- Three are run with just the LUT6 splitting algorithm, with 10%, 50% and 100% of all LUT6s split
- Three are run with the targeted LUT6 algorithm, with 10%, 50% and 100% of all LUT6s of the addRoundKey() and SubBytes() operations split
- Three are run with just the LUT2 to Latch algorithm, with 10%, 50% and 100% of eligible LUT2s transformed
- The last three are run with a combination of the random LUT6 splitting and LUT2 transforming algorithms, with both algorithms running at 10%, 50% and 100%

The LUT2 algorithm is only run with random LUT2s, as there are not that much suitable LUT2s to begin with.

6.3 Measurement results

A typical measurement result looks like the scope screenshot in figure 11. The ciphertext output can be read by reading the bytes from the rbyte signal during the 'sending' phase, indicated by the led vector with value 80. The first byte is a control byte and should be ignored. So in this case it can be seen that the correct ciphertext is generated, with value 9c 5b 3a 2e 5d e8 20 c0 89 46 02 86 22 3b b5 4d. The results of all the simulations can be found in table 4.

Every simulation takes about ten minutes, which includes running the algorithm Java program, importing the TCP into Vivado, compiling and running the simulation and then reading the results from the waveform and running the power estimation. By far the longest part of that is running the simulation. The amount of cells changed is not always exactly the same when using the same percentage, as it uses a random number generator to choose LUTs. The control design has 3985 Cells. The design with the most cells changed (both the LUT2 and LUT6 algorithms at 100%) has 6495 cells, or a 63% increase in cells used. As not all CLBs were full, this does not lead to a 63% increase in FPGA resource use, though.

All synthesized netlists produce a correct result. The power estimation was done with a 50 MHz clock. Interestingly, just running the design through RapidSmith2 decreases the power consumption. The number of loads in the clock network decreases from 1259
loads to 1263 when importing and exporting from RapidSmith2, but stays the same for every algorithm. LUT6s make up a significant portion of all cells in a design and they consume relatively much power, causing the total power consumption to increase with an increasing amount of LUT6s split. The total power consumption increase is 6.3% (from 109 mW to 116 mW). In theory the two LUT5s created could be implemented on the same LUT6 primitive, as they share the same inputs (see Section 3.1.1). To do that, a LUT6_2 primitive needs to be instantiated instead of two LUT5 primitives. Though placing both LUT5s in the same LUT6 BEL changes very little in the power consumption of the circuit, as in practice the only change is that an external MUX is used instead of the one within the LUT6. The LUT2 algorithm shows no change in power consumption. This could either be because the Latches use about the same amount of power as a LUT, or too few LUT2s are changed to have a significant impact on power consumption.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Cells changed</th>
<th>Power usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>9c 5b 3a 2e 5d e8 20 c0 89 46 02 86 22 3b b5 4d</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>112 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control 2</td>
<td>9c 5b 3a 2e 5d e8 20 c0 89 46 02 86 22 3b b5 4d</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>109 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUT6 random 10%</td>
<td>9c 5b 3a 2e 5d e8 20 c0 89 46 02 86 22 3b b5 4d</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>124 LUT6s</td>
<td>109 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUT6 random 50%</td>
<td>9c 5b 3a 2e 5d e8 20 c0 89 46 02 86 22 3b b5 4d</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>651 LUT6s</td>
<td>111 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUT6 random 100%</td>
<td>9c 5b 3a 2e 5d e8 20 c0 89 46 02 86 22 3b b5 4d</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1265 LUT6s</td>
<td>116 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUT6 targeted 10%</td>
<td>9c 5b 3a 2e 5d e8 20 c0 89 46 02 86 22 3b b5 4d</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>37 LUT6s</td>
<td>109 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUT6 targeted 50%</td>
<td>9c 5b 3a 2e 5d e8 20 c0 89 46 02 86 22 3b b5 4d</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>177 LUT6s</td>
<td>111 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUT6 targeted 100%</td>
<td>9c 5b 3a 2e 5d e8 20 c0 89 46 02 86 22 3b b5 4d</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>343 LUT6s</td>
<td>113 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUT2 random 10%</td>
<td>9c 5b 3a 2e 5d e8 20 c0 89 46 02 86 22 3b b5 4d</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10 LUT2s</td>
<td>109 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUT2 random 50%</td>
<td>9c 5b 3a 2e 5d e8 20 c0 89 46 02 86 22 3b b5 4d</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>36 LUT2s</td>
<td>109 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUT2 random 100%</td>
<td>9c 5b 3a 2e 5d e8 20 c0 89 46 02 86 22 3b b5 4d</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>72 LUT2s</td>
<td>109 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUT2 random 10% &amp; LUT6 random 10%</td>
<td>9c 5b 3a 2e 5d e8 20 c0 89 46 02 86 22 3b b5 4d</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10 LUT2s &amp; 117 LUT6s</td>
<td>109 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUT2 random 50% &amp; LUT6 random 50%</td>
<td>9c 5b 3a 2e 5d e8 20 c0 89 46 02 86 22 3b b5 4d</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>38 LUT2s &amp; 653 LUT6s</td>
<td>112 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUT2 random 100% &amp; LUT6 random 100%</td>
<td>9c 5b 3a 2e 5d e8 20 c0 89 46 02 86 22 3b b5 4d</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>72 LUT2s &amp; 1265 LUT6s</td>
<td>116 mW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7 Discussion

First the results of the work are discussed. After that, the choice for RapidSmith2 is discussed.

7.1 Results

As there turned out to be too little time to conduct measurements on a real FPGA, it was not possible to determine whether the algorithm works to improve DPA resistance. This was because of a larger workload than anticipated delayed a working algorithm and because there was no place where a measurement setup could be placed undisturbed. The necessity to learn how to use Vivado, how to program in Java, how the RapidSmith2 package works and how to write VHDL testbenches along with doing general research into FPGA architecture and DPA literature took a lot of time. This had the result that for me personally the project was very useful, as I learned a lot about those subjects. However, it also meant that I only have limited results in the end. I am happy with the fact I had two working algorithms in the end, of which I am fairly confident they can be used on physical FPGAs when RapidSmith2 is fixed so that the LUT RAMs can be placed by Vivado. The LUT2 to Flip-Flop algorithm might need an additional LUT as a routethrough from the switch matrix to the Latch as it shows this in the documentation as an example implementation. Though probably this is just for illustrative purposes as in theory there are direct connections from the Slice inputs to the Flip-Flops. Otherwise, it is relatively easy to add a LUT in RapidSmith2.

7.2 RapidSmith2

The choice for RapidSmith2 proved to be very time-costly in the end. The AES design from [8] would not implement after it had been imported into RapidSmith2 as a RapidSmith CheckPoint and then exported again as a Tincr CheckPoint. In the end, this turned out to be an issue with RapidSmith2 itself. The developers were then contacted through github to resolve the issue ([https://github.com/byucc1/RapidSmith2/issues/364](https://github.com/byucc1/RapidSmith2/issues/364)). They responded relatively quickly (considering the quite different time zone) and within a few days they indicated there were several possible fixes they were going to implement, though this implementation came too late to make use of. It also took quite a bit of time to come to the conclusion that RapidSmith2 itself was the issue. A lot of time was lost trying things that did not lead to any results. Part of the reason RapidSmith was blamed so late was that Gerhard Mlady had a working setup, so I thought the problem lied somewhere with the way I implemented the design. In spite of that I would still like to say something nice about RapidSmith2. I believe it is a very powerful tool that allows you to do things with FPGAs not possible or very hard to do with just writing VHDL and letting a program like Vivado automate most of the synthesisation and implementation tasks. For specialized circuits its use might lead to more efficient or smart implementations than possible with the normal design flow.
8 Conclusions

The main conclusion that can be drawn from this work is that RapidSmith2 can be used to change the netlist of an implementation at the BEL level while preserving functionality. All algorithms produced correct results, at least in a post-synthesis simulation.

It also showed that a very large part of the design was made up of LUT6 primitives. When those are doubled into two LUT5s and an additional MUX is added, the total power consumption increases with 6.3%. A side note has to be made for this, though. Vivado estimates the power consumption by assuming all signals have a 12.5% switching rate. In reality, only small parts of the circuit are active at the time. For example, the encoding and decoding parts are never used simultaneously. It was not possible to estimate the power consumption while considering the switching activity, as generating a switching activity file is only supported RTL simulations from Verilog code with the Vivado simulator. As the source code was VHDL and the post-RapidSmith simulations are done with a synthesized edif (Electronic Design Interchange Format) netlist, this was not possible to do. Similarly, the 63% increase in Cells utilization does not necessarily lead to a 63% increase in FPGA resource utilization. Not all CLBs were fully utilized, so it is possible Cells can be placed in already-used CLBs. But again as implementation was not possible, the actual increase could not be determined.

What this work does not show is whether the algorithms had any effect on DPA resilience. It is certain that the power consumption changed, but not if this was a good change or not. If the static power consumption increased but the dynamic power consumption did not, the resilience might be increased as more of the data leaking signal is ‘drowned out’. On the other hand, it could also very well be the case that the dynamic power consumption increased and the circuit is actually more viable to be attacked with DPA.
9 Recommendations

The first recommendation is of course to test the algorithms on a physical FPGA and to perform side channel attacks on it, to find out if the implementation works on a real FPGA and to find out whether DPA resistance is increased. From this could be concluded what algorithm works best. It would be interesting to see if the targeted algorithm has the same effect as the random algorithm. Logically, you could conclude that not the entire implementation needs to be changed, for example the serial communication part has no influence on DPA resistance. To conduct the measurements, the RapidSmith2 patch needs to be released and a measurement setup needs to be build. Most of the test setup can reused from [8]. For this setup a place has to be found where little outside disturbance is present. The power supply pin is very small, so the probe needs to be placed very carefully. It might lose contact with the slightest movement, so therefore a quiet place is needed.

A second recommendation is a more involved algorithm. It would be nice if entire parts of the logic tree could be rewritten to a different structure instead of just single gates. When many different netlists can be generated very easily, partial reconfiguration can be used to continuously change the circuit. As this causes every measurement to be slightly different, side channel attacks become a lot harder.

Lastly, it would be interesting to find out what the outcome of using more latches instead of LUTs would be. The power consumption of those two elements could be compared, particularly the power consumption differences for different inputs. If the latch would turn out to have a more consistent power consumption across different inputs, it could be beneficial to use those more.
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